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German as your Second Foreign 
Language-Why not? 
Clemens Amann 
Teaching German in Japan for three terms, I was confronted with this 
problem several times: How to teach German as a foreign language and 
what for. 
I am trying here to give a tentative answer. To cut a long story short: 
instruction in German need not consist of grammar lessons only, it could, 
on the contrary become a medium that allows students to gain some insight 
into the language and the life and institutions of the German-speaking 
countries. This claim is by no means new and holds good for any language 
teaching within the range of institutionalized education. How to realize it, 
however, may, again, be reconsidered. 
Teaching German in Japan' rather belongs-so they say-to the past than 
to the future. In his study on the "History of the instruction of German 
in Japan" Mister Ueda Koji writes: "Today teachers as well as learners 
are no longer clear about aims of and reasons for German courses at Japa-
nese universties. They neither are an indispensable prerequisite for special 
studies nor is the mastery of the German language per se a declared aim " (1) 
Ueda Koji goes on to discuss the ideological and historical preconditions 
on which the teaching and learning of German has been based since the 
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Meiji age and it is obvious that these conditions no longer exist today. 
The following considerations can not present new "aims and reasons", 
but might show some reasons for learning German. 
First the term "second foreign language" ought to be clarified. Reasons 
for learning a foreign language as they exist for English can not be found 
for French nor German and quite contrary to the aim of instruction in 
English an active mastery of the language is out of question for these second 
languages after two years' Iearning. Although the basis of pronunciation 
and the production of simple sentences should be learned, the acquisition 
of the productive skills can not claim priority for second language learning. 
The pnmary obJectrve ought to be a kind of "life and mstitutions" media-
ted by language: Language learning as a medium of information and a first 
contact with a country by means of its language-at the same time a 
medium of comparison with one' s own country. In terms of fact: Teaching 
formally and grammatically correct linguistic expression is not enough, the 
stydent ought to be informed about its use and the life and institutions of 
the pepple speaking the language taught: Salutations or differences between 
formal and colloquial speech for example are very informative in this 
respect. 
Not mere grammar is at stake, but for the first time communication with 
an other country is established. 
Communicative and "Comparative" Methods 
The topics of language lessons should be those of everyday situations 
which appear in all communicationoriented manuals of foreign languages 
and not be determined merely by a progression of grammar, but by the 
needs of expression of the student. Thus, connected with these everyday 
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situations are "Intentions of speech", such as "introducing oneself, " "Gree-
Getting someone to answer the phone, " all of which are ,, '' ting people, 
characteristic of situations the learner will face abroad. Communicative 
language teaching therefore aims at an optimum mastery of the four skills, 
listening comprehension, speaking, reading comprehension and writing 
and is therefore the suitable method for all those who intend to go abroad 
or live there and are seriously interested in acquiring communicative 
competence. 
To the larger part of students, however, these preconditions do not 
apply. Nevertheless, I think that the topics of the communicative language 
teaching can be applied to second language tearning, though not without 
a "comparative" context: The topics of communicative teaching ought to be 
parallelled by those of the students' everyday life (study, exams, arubaito, 
sports, new videos, current T. V. programmes, fashion, . . . ) and should 
give them the opportunity (in a direct or indirect way) to compare Japan 
and the countries in which the second language is spoken. 
For the communicative interest in a second foreign language like German 
as an optional compulsory subject is-understandably-not very great; but 
there is, I think, a comparative interest, an interest in other countries 
and languages in connection and comparison with one' s own country and 
language. 
An example: In every manual you can find among the first units the 
questions concerning the person, the intention of speech being "asking a 
person hislher origin, age, place of residence, maritial status ect. " 
As soon as the students master the corresponding questions like "Where 
are you from?", "What do you do?", "Where do you live?" a parallel to-
pic allows using the same questions again, this time, however, in relation 
to two very well known personalities: a copy of photos of Goto Kumiko 
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or Yodogawa Nagaharu will do with the adepted questions "Where rs he 
/she from?", "What does he/she do?". An other exercise for the same 
topic: The students are to select those among all questions that are usual 
in Japan, say, in a conversation of people in Japan who do not'know each 
other-man and woman, about fourty years old-in a railway compartment. 
Thus, "comparative" Ianguage teaching means connecting rather closely 
topics and situations of a manual with topics and situations of Japanese 
university students in order to bring about an opportunity to compare one' s 
own country with another one, perhaps even to approach what is foreign 
and to take a more detached view of what is already well known. 
If this is accepted as an objective of second language instruction-there 
are of course other aims, such as grammar or translation-1et me add a 
few remarks concerning method. The main problem, however, the large 
number of students, must be left out of consideration, as it can not be 
solved at present (teaching time and classes would have to be divided: ywo 
groups and a 45 minutes period each) . 
In order to increase participation in the language class, the following 
seems important to me: 
- Small groups of students sitting around a table should do more inde-
pendant work. The teacher should not explain everthing completely, but 
present linguistic and other material in such a way that the students them-
selves can make the subject matter (including grammar) their own: a kind 
of discovery learning where involvement is more important than the question 
if the result is perfectly right or not. 
- No text should be worked through for the sake of grammar only, but 
rather in a "comparative" context: explain only what is necessary for the 
student to work through a text independently. 
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- Grammar items (the conjugation of the verb e. g. ) ought to be distribu-
ted over several chapters; students need not learn all forms completely 
at once. 
- A gradual approach to texts is to be recommended, Iaying the founda-
tion for a partial reading comprehension. Not all must be explained nor 
understood at once (as a translator must be able to) . 
- Japanese topics should be part of the teaching material, to faciliate the 
students' speaking about their experiences and their country in the foreign 
language. 
- Pair work: Guided oral (and later written) practice, which allows stu-
dents to apply what they have learned; and that in the form of simple 
question-answer patterns, the questions or answers being given (Or: both 
partners ask and answer; where one of them finds the question on his 
sheet the other has the answer, and vice versa) . 
,In these exercises the acquired expressions are practiced: They are used 
to get information about a certain subject. What is at stake is not so much 
grammatical correctness, but the students experience that he can do some-
thing with the new language, get information e.g. ; the confirmation that 
one can communicate in a foreign language. 
Translation into English: Meinrad Amann 
(1) Ueda Koji: Geschichte der Vermittlung des Deutschen in Japan. In: Deutsch als 
zweite Fremdsprache in der gegenwirtigen japanischen Gesellschaft. Mtinchen, 1989 
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